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Plan

Mental Maths

Maths

English

Pastoral session – don't forget if there is anything you have struggled 
with this week you can bring it to this session with Mrs Jeffery.

PE

History

Handwriting



Mental Maths

Reduce the following prices by 25%

• £45

• £5.00

• £6.50

• £47.98

• £368.47

Put these in order from cheapest to 
most expensive

• 3/5 of £75

• 50% £95

• 0.7 of £65

• 15/16 of £50

• 0.75 of £55



Maths
Find pairs of values



Find Pairs of Values

• Home learners – work through the video:

• https://vimeo.com/502664420 where it asks for multilink you 

could use lego, pencils, anything you have to hand.

• The next slides are stills from the video to work through in class.

https://vimeo.com/502664420




























Challenge 1 (2 slides)



Challenge 1
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Challenge 3 – complete the last 3 on 

challenge 2 and then...

8. 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐 are integers between 0 and 5 
𝑎 + 𝑏 = 6 
𝑏 + 𝑐 = 4 
Find the values of 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐
How many different possibilities can you find?

9.



English
Adverbials and boxing up



Look at your 
timeline from 
yesterday

How many paragraphs could it be 
written in?

Vould you group them together?

Today we are going to be boxing up 
information on our timelines to help 
organise the events into paragraphs 
and learning about adverbials.



Adverbials 
–revision 
from last 
term



How did you 
do?

How many adverbs can you spot?

He stretched sleepily and then suddenly realised it 
was Monday. Immediately he jumped out of bed 
and quickly threw his clothes on. Falling clumsily 
down the stairs, he cracked his knee loudly against 
the banister.
Hurriedly he tipped cereal into a his bowl, slopped 

some milk in and

wolfed down the mixture. He glanced quickly in the 
mirror and realised that unfortunately his jumper 
was on back to front – a silly mistake.



Adverbial 
phrases -
Adverbial phrases 

must answer one of 
3 questions

very noisily

in the morning

in the kitchen



Can you spot the 
adverbial phrases?



Can you spot the 
adverbial phrases?

On Tuesday

like a log

quite brilliantly

in his bedroom



Adverbial phrases – toolkit, you can also use your own!

Time – when? Manner – how? Place – where?

yesterday evening
in the morning
later on
as soon as possible
at break time
during lunch
in a few minutes
before long
after school
within seconds
quite slowly
at first
tomorrow night

without looking
quite cheerfully
with clumsy footsteps
as quietly as possible
in a lazy way
like a monkey
with great enthusiasm
as carefully as possible
without interest
absolutely desperately
glowing with pride
shaking with terror
like tigers

in the park
at school
in the field
outside
in the hall
around the corner
on the playground
from the castle
in front of the fountain
lying in bed
in the dark forest
beside the lake
under the ground



Boxing up

Look back at the timeline

Which events happen at the same 
time or location. These can be 
grouped together into a 
paragraph.

Cicle them or highlight them in the 
same colour so that we can see 
they belong together.



Adding adverbials



Creating a 
synopsis

We are going to use our boxing up to 
create a synopsis of this chapter for 
someone who is creating a film.

Synopsis defenition - an outline of the 
plot of a play, film, or book.

Can you create a synopsis which is no 
more that 4 paragraphs long. Includes 
adverbials and takes no longer than 5 
min to read aloud?



History
Timeline of Greek philosophers



What is Ancient Greek Philosophy?

Ancient Greece is remebered for the great Greek thinkers –
philosophers. They challenged the beliefs at the time, e.g. that the 
gods made weather.

Ancient Greek philosophers made big discoveries. Pythagoras found 
ways to measure and describe shapes that we still use in maths today.

We learnt about Aristotle last term. Aristotle studied plants, animals 
and rocks. He devised experiments to find out about the world we live 
in. Modern scientists do the same kind of thing.

They asked big questions like; “What is a good life?” and “How do we 
think?” Philosophers in our time also try to answer these questions.



Find out more in these videos:

• Dick and Dom absolute genious – Archimedes claw
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tofXdJvfqIM

• Horrible Histories – we're the thinkers
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCsph5Pykvk

• Horrible HIstories – Greek wife swap
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dts9aVdzXY0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tofXdJvfqIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCsph5Pykvk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dts9aVdzXY0


Put these events in order from oldest to most reccent in a 
timeline. Remember the bigger the BCE date the older it is (some 
will overlap)

427 BCE
Plato is born 
at Athens, Greece.

c. 610 BCE - c. 
546 BCE
Dates of Anaximander who 
develops the cosmic theory 
of the apeiron as the First 
Cause of existence.

384 BCE - 322 BCE
Life of Aristotle.

c. 469 BCE - 399 BCE
Life of Socrates.

c. 404 BCE - 323 BCE
Life of Greek philosopher Diogenes 
of Sinope.

c. 485 BCE - c. 415 BCE
Life of the Sophist Protagoras of 
Abdera; claim that "man is the 
measure of all things".

c. 360 BCE - 280 BCE
Life of Greek Philosopher
Crates of Thebes.

492 BCE - 432 BCE
Life of the philosopher 
Empidocles 
of Agrigento.

445 BCE
Leucippus of Abdera, the 
philosopher, conceives of 
the atomic universe. His 
pupil is Democritus.

c. 570 BCE - c. 478 BCE
Life of Xenophanes of 
Colophon.

c. 445 BCE - 365 BCE
Life of Greek Cynic 
philosopher Antisthenes of 
Athens.

c. 460 BCE - c. 
370 BCE
Life of Democritus, pupil of 
Leucippus; development of 
the concept of the atomic 
universe.

c. 571 BCE - c. 497 BCE
Life of Pythagoras of Samos; 
claim that "number" is the 
First Cause of existence and 
the soul is immortal.

399 BCE
Trial and death of the 
philosopher Socrates, 
who taught in the court 
of the Agora.

c. 585 BCE
Time in which Thales of 
Miletus lived.



Timeline questions



PE
Either:

Pick an activity from the challenge grid

Or

If you are feeling more creative, we will be learning about control in 
order to dribble the ball in and out of cones. Can you come up with a 
game to play at home using the equipment you have that develops the 
same skill? Video yourself and email it in.



Handwriting and 
spelling challenge
• Can you practice the ough words from 

earlier in a range of creative fonts?

• Pick the words you find more tricky to 
spell.

• If you are stuck for ideas this blog gives tips 
on how to create 11 different fonts

• https://littlemissrose.com/hand-lettered-
fonts-bullet-journal/

https://littlemissrose.com/hand-lettered-fonts-bullet-journal/

